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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) globally is an emerging technology enabling the exchange of
knowledge and services. But over the years, security in IoT has become an issue. This paper shows a way
of including security to daily-based applications by the use of voice biometrics. The voice of a user is
stored and authenticated using an API (Application Programming Interface) called “VoiceIT”. This
method involves the use of Python as the main coding language and uses many libraries such as the
Google Speech library for speech synthesis that converts a speech to a text format. The processing of the
code is done using Raspberry Pi 3. The implementation of this experiment proves useful for increased
security in an advanced IoT system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today from our mobile phones to cars, to appliances, to simple light bulbs, everything has been connected to the
internet. The technology that is coming out on a global platform is IoT (Internet of Things). The growth of IoT has been
rapid. Everyday objects with a body carry sensors and actuators ready to undertake actions, or even more, hold ambient
data. At the same time, with the use of the Internet, these data are stored in databases, shared via any application
imaginable and ready for users, at any time without cost. It helps people to make life easier through simple commands
from their phones having a specific web application or a proper interface to communicate with appliances. IoT is not
only used in homes but also used in industry. With great power comes great responsibility, but security breaching is the
main threat to IoT. The method of using voice biometrics is discussed to be a practical solution to security breaching
and fraud. The implementation proves useful to people who find difficulties in the user interface or are not just techsavvy. Only the authorised person has access to the system using their voice as a command to do a specific task. For
e.g., “Turn the fan off” and the command is accepted. The user is authenticated first and then allowed to give
commands which ensures proper security. The paper solves the problem of security breaching.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
To deeply understand the work in the IoT field various papers, international journals had been referred. We have
stated some limitations of these references. [1] The authors describe IoT using Bluetooth technology. Further, the paper
discusses the system developed which consists of a Host Controller, implemented on a PC, and the microcontroller
which establishes the connection with the host through Bluetooth link. The system is based on Home Automation
Protocol (HAP), developed by the authors to facilitate the master-slave communication in a home automation network.
There are certain limitations to the Bluetooth technology such as poor security, battery drainage and slow data
processing which we have overcome in our paper. [2] The authors have made a significant approach to deal with the
interferences that occur in speaker recognition due to various accents. The system has been made to overcome
pronunciations. [3] The paper states the visions of smart homes to realize insight into this state of affairs, they've
conducted semi-structured home visits to 14 households with home automation. The future experience, both positive
and negative, of the households they need interviewed illustrates four barriers that require to be addressed before home
automation becomes amenable to broader adoption. Their findings suggest three future research problems: eliminating
the necessity for structural change to put in home automation, providing households with simple, confidence-building
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security mechanisms, and therefore the ability to compose household devices but the structures are costlier leading to
an imbalanced budget. [4] This paper presented the entire design for smart home automation supported sensing and
monitoring. The proposed design uses the EmonCMS platform for collecting and visualizing monitored data and
remote controlling of home appliances and devices. The chosen platform is extremely flexible and user-friendly. The
sensing of various variables inside the home is conducted using the NodeMCU-ESP8266 microcontroller board, which
allows real-time data sensing, processing and uploading/downloading to/from the EmonCMS cloud server. The
drawback here is too much power consumption. [5] This paper describes the system and method to interact with a
Computer using utterances, speech processing and tongue processing. The system comprises a speech processor to
seem for a primary grammar file for a uniform phrase for the utterance, and to seem for a second grammar file for the
matching phrase if the matching phrase isn't found within the primary grammar file. The system also includes a tongue
processor to see at a database for matching entry for the matching phrase, and an application interface to perform an
action associated with the matching entry if the matching entry is found within the database. The system utilizes
context specific grammars, thereby enhancing speech recognition and tongue processing efficiency but it has grammar
limitations. [6] They described a system and method for home control and automation including a wise home with
control of devices and appliances using mobile devices, cellular telephones, smart devices and smartphones. The
mobile device may download a Software application configured to manage a switch or electrical power outlet. The
mobile device may change the on or off state of the outlet or the power settings of the outlet. The mobile device may
control other intelligent appliances including a television employing a wireless connection. The electrical outlets could
even be enabled with a wise switch that has wireless transmit and receive components like Wi-Fi. The switch could
even be programmable and be identified with a singular identifier. The electrical outlets may include a sensor to detect
smoke, temperature, light, pressure, or other factors. The mobile device and switch may join the same wireless local
area network. Older age group people may find difficulties with the user interface. [7] In this paper we learnt proposed
solutions to the privacy and security needs of critical engineering infrastructure or sensitive commercial operations are
very different to the wants of a domestic Smart Home environment. Two key technologies to assist system automanagement are identified. Firstly, support for system auto-configuration will enhance system security. Secondly, the
automated update of system software and firmware is required to require care of ongoing secure system operation. [8]
This paper aimed to implement a coffee cost and secure Android based classroom Automation System using tongue
Processing (NLP), wireless local area network (Wi-Fi) and wireless sensor. The system is voice based also as sensor
based. We use voice to ON/OFF appliances of the classroom and sensor for detecting the condition of appliances and
send the alert message to the user. File transfer sharing speeds were found to be low. [9] In the proposed method, the
authors used Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to store voice prints of individuals which makes the system more complex
when the number of mobile phone connections in the main system increases. [10] The proposed method is Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR). From this we understood to improve the background noise interference for better
recognition.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Dealing with interfaces that aren't user-friendly is sort of a touch of hassle to everyone. The growing number of fraud
attacks across industries has increased the necessity for strong, multi-factor authentication which incorporates voice
authentication as a security measurement. Unlike PINs and security questions, which may be more easily compromised,
voice biometrics make sure that the person commanding is indeed the one who says they're . there's an additional
protection layer added to the safety feature of the IoT which reinforces the near-future technologies. This
implementation brings extra security and comfort in handling operations hassle-free.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Researching and undergoing many experiments we finally found the easiest and cheaper way to the problem. The
solution is making a system that works on API and several python libraries to reduce the complexity of the structure of
the system and thus increasing the efficiency. The system is not only compatible with home automation but also in
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industries where the system is deployed to do simple to hard
hard-level
level tasks which would need an authorized access over all
the machinery in the industry.
4.1 Block Diagram

Figure 1:: Basic architecture of the proposed system.
The user registers itself first by inputting a phrase which is an inbuilt phrase like a password with respect to the
VoiceIT API. Now when the user is registered, he gives the same input phrase with his voice
voice to the system. The API
verifies the voice and then the user is allowed to proceed with the commands he wants to give. The speech recognition
comes into the picture where it converts the speech to a text format which is given to process in the raspberry ppi. The
output of the raspberry pi is given to the four-channel
four channel relay which acts as a trigger or a switch to all the appliances and
controls the voltage power being supplied. Thus, the user is authenticated and no breaching can be done because of the
system accuracy.
V. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
5.1 Raspberry PI 3
This a low cost, credit-card
card sized CPU which is perfect for all the computation or the programs that have to be
processed in order to get the desired output. It supports the Raspbian-Os
Raspbian Os and many more. It comes with all the basic
programs and lets you learn python with ease. Moreover, the performance is faster as compared to any other
microprocessor.
5.2 USB Microphone
It is a simple plug and play device. When connected to the Raspberry Pi, the OS detects it automatically. It offers
better quality sound so as to minimize the authentication errors.
5.3 32 GB Micro SD Card
This device is a compact, portable storage device. It is used to save audio clips of the registered user for
authentication purposes.
5.4 4-Channel Relay
The device is easy to use and compatible
ompatible with Raspberry Pi. It is used to switch high voltages and high current loads
such as motor, valves, lamps and AC loads. It also comes with Leds to indicate the status of relays.
5.5 Connecting Wires
Connecting wires allows an electrical current to travel from one point on a circuit to a different, because electricity
needs a medium through which to move. These are used for connecting the Raspberry Pi with the relay.
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5.6 Laptop (i5 processor)
The laptop is used for processing all the programs that are being run through the Raspberry Pi.
VI. SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
6.1 Python (v 3.9.2)
Python is an object-oriented, high-level programming language. The features and syntax are easy to use and simple
to understand. It has many libraries used for different purposes. For the implementation of the code, we used the sound
device library for the microphone, wavio library for reading and writing a WAV file in the system. It also uses the
speech recognition library for converting speech to text.
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VII. ALGORITHM
User registers himself with the device by saying a phrase.
The device records and keeps the voice note for authentication purposes.
The user gives the phrase and is authenticated by the system.
System gets the command and triggers the relay.
Relay switches the specific task on / off.
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VIII. ADVANTAGES
Increases security or can be an additional feature to an existing system making it sharp.
Easy to reprogram because of the use of python language which is more user-friendly.
Increased efficiency when used voice biometrics for automation.
Reduced costs.
Widely accessible for authentication on mobile phones as they all have microphones.
No authorization required.
Contactless and therefore more hygienic.

2.

IX. LIMITATIONS
Requires liveness detection to verify that a sample is from a live speaker and not a recording. Anyone else can
record the voice of the authorized user and access the system, however the voice has to be clear and if not, the
system won’t allow trespassing.
Not ideal for all environments (e.g., noisy or public spaces).
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Consumer Electronics
Connected Entertainment
Safeguarding bank accounts
Voice automated cars

1.

X. APPLICATIONS

XI. CONCLUSION
To make the systems hassle-free various methods are being proposed at the forefront of IoT gateway. One of them is
voice authentication. It is the need of time. The advancements in the field have been studied and looked upon by us.
The methods proposed by us in this paper are user-friendly and budget-friendly by the use of API’s. At present,
although speaker or voice recognition technology is affected by many technical difficulty problems and still features a
certain distance from the sensible applications, it's very obvious that there is a huge potential from numerous aspects
within the near future. It is expected to be applied to transaction authentication, access controlling, voice-based or
speaker-based information retrieval, personalization of user devices, forensic analysis etc. Not only in the speaker
recognition is a boon but can also be combined with other biometric recognition technologies, like face scanning,
fingerprint, and arise, to maintain and boost the system security.
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